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Concrete Washout Bag
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Short Description

Concrete Washout Bag provides a quick and easy solution to catching washout waste when cleaning out the
concrete chute or hopper. Includes strong forklift loops, measures 1750 L x 1040 W x 370 mm

Description

This tough concrete wash out bag measures 1750 L x 1040 W x 370 mm and is big enough to catch all your
concrete washout waste on site. It provides a quick and easy solution to catching washout waste when
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cleaning out the concrete chute or hopper. The concrete slurry is neatly contained inside the
plastic/polyethylene inner liner inside the waterproof bag, which serves to minimise spillage and
environmental contamination.
This washout bag has strong forklift loops so that it can easily be moved and disposed of when full, or left to
set and then reused as a ballast or filler product in civil construction and other similar applications. It is
strong enough to withstand heavy loads and is tested to a load rating of 2470kg. All bags are fully tested and
compliant with Australian Standard AS3668-1989.

The reliable, sturdy design minimises spills and overflow, containing the slurry neatly in the bag. The bags are
easy to store when empty so they are always ready to use when it comes time for washout. Each bag
measures 1750 L x 1040 W x 370 mm.

Once set, the Concrete Washout Bag and its contents creates a versatile secondary product to use for car
park walls, low retaining walls or designated compounds. The bags are perfect for use in applications such as
civil construction, road construction and commercial construction.

Features:

Size: 1750 L x 1040 W x 370 mm
Capacity: 0.70 cubic metres
Max Load: 2470kg
Complies to AS3668-1989
Pallet Qty : 100

Additional Information

CODE 42-WASHOUT

U.O.M Each

Pallet Quantity 100
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